WHY SHOULD I

AN

interior designer

By Natalie Malik, Designer, Talie Jane Interiors

With summer quickly
approaching, it is the
perfect time to update
and renovate your home.
Beautify your space while
saving time and money—
hire an interior designer.
Interior designers
offer creative vision and
deliver new ideas. They
are experts on trends,
color, and spatial problem
solving. There are many
possibilities for your home
and designers can offer
insight into unfamiliar
options.

Interior
designers have
relationships
with contractors,
painters,
plumbers and
architects, making
them great resources
for finding top suppliers.
With recommendations and
endorsements, these vendors
have been pre-approved. This is a
valuable asset for homeowners.
Interior designers have access
to infinite products and selections.
Many furniture, tile, wallpaper

and fabric stores sell
exclusively to the
trade. So, designers
have myriad
options, beyond
retail stores, for
all design styles.
You are sure to be
presented with the
best-of-the-best options.

Interior designers save you
time. Furniture selection can be
a daunting task; choosing fabric,
lighting and accessories can be
overwhelming. You do not need
to spend hours pouring over color
swatches and fabric patterns. While
considering functionality, cost, size

and aesthetic, designers find relevant
options and present the best, most
appropriate pieces.
Interior designers receive trade
discounts on furniture, fabrics,
lighting and materials. Design
companies like Talie Jane Interiors
pass this markdown (typically 1040%) along to clients. This equates
to significant savings.
Take advantage of the benefits of
hiring an interior designer. Call
Talie Jane Interiors to get started on
your next project 855.TALIEJANE
(855.825.4352). ■

project management
sourcing
color & material selection
space planning
art selection
furniture buying
custom furniture & millwork
home staging
consulting

call for your complimentary consultation
1.855.TALIEJANE (1.855.825.4352)
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TalieJaneInteriors.com

award-winning design
voted “best of houzz” 2015 for customer service

